
How to make a paper Origami Tulip

Start with a square sheet of paper and fold it in half.
Open out the paper and fold it in half in the other direction.
Open it out again and you should have 2 creases forming a cross.

Now fold the paper in half again, but this time diagonally from one corner
top to the other. Open this out, and fold diagonally again from the opposite
corner.

You should now have a pattern of creases, like the ones in the image above.
Hold the top and button left hand corners together and push the right hand
side on the paper inwards, using the creases as a guide.



Now do the same with the left hand side, pushing it inwards and squashing it
flat along the existing creases, so it looks like the image on the left
above.Now, take the bottom corner and fold it upwards so that it reaches the
top point.

Do the same action with the other corner. Your paper should now look similar
to the image above on the right with what were the two bottom corners now
meeting in the middle at the top.

Flip the paper over and repeat the last step, folding the outer corners to
meet in the middle. If you turn it over like the image above, you will be
folding the corners down  instead of up this time.

Your paper will now have 4 flaps as seen in the image above on the left.
Turn one like a page in a book to leave a flat front. Turn the paper over
and fold the other ‘page’ to the right leaving another flat side.



Your paper should now look like the image above on the left.
Take the outer corner and fold it towards the centre, slightly overlap the
centre when the fold it flat.

Repeat the same action on the opposite edge, folding the corner inwards,
overlapping the centre slightly. Turn the paper over and repeat with the two
corners on this side. Your paper should look like the image above on the
right.

Take one of the corners that overlaps the middle and open it out. Push the
other corner inside the opening. Turn the paper over and repeat with the
overlapping corner on this side.
Turn your paper to look at the bottom edge, like the image above on the
right. Gently squeeze the paper so that you are pushing the corners further
into each other.



In doing the last step, your paper should now look similar to the image
above on the left. You should see a hole in the paper - pointed out in the
image above in the right. Blow into this hole until the paper begins to
inflate  like a balloon.

Blowing into the paper should inflate it and make it look like the image
above in the left. This is the bottom of your tulip bud. Turn the tulip
around and you will see the top should look like the image above on the
right.

Now you should be able to peel back 4 paper petals, one on each corner.

Your finished tulip should look something like this.



To make the paper stem for your Origami tulip:

Take another piece of paper and roll it up as tightly as possible.
Tape over the end to secure it. This makes your stem.

Take some more paper and draw 2 long leaf shapes before cutting them out.
Fold the leaves in half to give them a 3D look.

Take the pointed end of each leaf and insert them into the gaps in the stem
where the paper has been rolled up.
Try and put one on each side of the stem and one above the other to make it
look more natural.

Take the end of your stem and insert it into the hole in the bottom of your
tulip. Your tulip is now finished.


